io	PREFACE
hardened out of all knowing f I can tell you of a Persian
merchant in whose garden, stretching all up the mountain side,
we spent a long day, from dawn to sunset, breakfasting, lunch-
ing, teaing on nothing but Persian foods, He is noted for his
hospitality: every evening parties of friends arrive unexpectedly,
*' he goes out, entertains them," said the Persian who told me
about it, ** spreads a banquet before them and relates to them
stories half through the night. Then cushions are brought
and carpeted mattresses and they lie down in one of the guest-
houses in the garden and sleep till dawn when they rise and
repair to the bath in the village." Isn't it charmingly like
the Arabian Nights ! but that is the chant** of it all and it has
none of it changed 5 every day I meet our aged kalendars and
ladies who I am sure have suits of swans' feathers laid up in a
chest at home, and some time when I open a new jar of rose
water I know that instead of a sweet smell, the great smoke
of one of Suleiman's afreets will come out of its neck*
* In the garden there are big deep tanks where in the evenings
between tennis and dinner I often swim in the coldest of cold
water. Before we left Teheran when it was too hot to sleep,
I used to go out at dawn and swim under the shadow of the
willows. We were very glad to leave Teheran though we like
the house there- It began to be very stuffy and airless : here,
though we are only 6 miles away, there is always air, except
perhaps between two and four in the afternoon when one
generally sleeps. We are much higher up and much nearer
the hills and all round us are watered fields where the corn is
almost ripe for cutting. The joy of this climate I I don't
think an English summer will be very nice after it
'I learn Persian, not with great energy, one does nothing
with energy here. Mjr teacher is a delightful old person witH
bright eyes and a white turban who knows so little French
—French is our medium—that he can neither translate the
poets to me nor explain any*grammatical difficulties, But
we get on admirably nevertheless and spend much of our time
in long philosophic discussions carried on by me in French and
by him in Persian. His point of view is very much that of
an oriental Gibbon, though with this truly oriental distinction,
that he would never dream of acknowledging in words or acts

